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Voyages of Socialist Discovery: 

German-German Exchanges between the GDR and Romania 

 

Abstract 

This article explores the little-known history of German-German exchanges between East 

Germany and Romania during the Cold War. It reveals a complex picture of tourism, travel, 

and information exchange in which Germans from both countries were able to construct 

socialist escapes. While the Cold War history of Germans in east-central Europe has tended to 

either ignore their presence or focus mainly on expulsion and emigration, this article highlights 

the vibrant existence of a ‘German sphere’ in Cold War east-central Europe. 

 

Introduction: Alternative Spaces of Socialism 

In the mid-1950s in Braşov (Kronstadt) in Transylvania, news spread among the local 

Transylvanian Saxon population that a group of East German tourists were staying at a hotel 

in town. Intrigued by the East Germans’ Saxon accent,1 a number of local Germans sought out 

the visitors and began talking to them.2 Romanian Germans never encountered such an accent 

on Deutsche Welle or Radio Luxembourg.3 Very soon both sets of Germans established that 

they knew very little of each other. For Romanian Germans, the German Democratic Republic 

(GDR) was shrouded in mystery, while Romanian Germans were, in turn, utterly unknown to 

the East German visitors. One young Romanian German, Wilhelm Roth, took it upon himse lf 

to change this. From the 1950s on, he would regularly approach East German tourists at 

Braşov’s Black Church and guide them around the town’s German heritage. Such chance 

encounters, albeit state-sanctioned, helped forge strong German-German connections. By 

1967, East Germans, who arrived in the Braşov area or at the airport in Bucharest intending to 

explore the mountainous region of the southern Carpathians, were routinely met by local 



Romanian Germans.4 The tourist trade for GDR citizens, led by Romanian Germans, was to 

become an established practice bolstered by German-language tourist material, German-

speaking guides, and displays of local German culture and heritage.  

These were not one-way encounters. The GDR developed cultural ties with Romania 

and specifically with Romanian Germans from the 1950s on.5 The early stages of this 

connection were circumscribed by greater state involvement and surveillance, and these 

connections were viewed accordingly with considerable suspicion in the political spheres of 

both the GDR and Romania. Walter Ulbricht’s leadership (1950-1971) in the GDR was thus 

characterised by growing circumspection towards Romania while Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej’s 

headship (1947-1965) went in the equal and opposite direction regarding the East German state. 

Nonetheless, by the 1970s, cultural and educational exchanges between the two countries had 

become commonplace.6 Films produced in East Germany were highly popular in Romania 

while literary exchanges ebbed and flowed according to political will between the 1950s and 

1970s.7 Though educational and religious contacts were suppressed at times, they certainly 

flourished at others. Therefore, even though the cultural image projected of the GDR was 

politically constructed and constrained, it became a point of reference for many Romanian 

Germans, and this became especially palpable in the 1980s.  

By the last two decades of the Cold War, East Germany came to fulfil several roles 

West Germany could not: it was a space of ‘alternative socialism’, which was distinc t ly 

German, and therefore quenched the Romanian Germans’ thirst for German culture.8 It was 

also far more accessible to Romanian Germans than its West German counterpart. Even, or at 

particular, at the height of immigration to West Germany in the late-1970s and 1980s, travelling 

to the GDR was a different undertaking: while emigration was a final decision, Romanian 

German visitors to East Germany could simultaneously satisfy their longing to experience 

Germany and return to their homeland (Romania). 



 By the second half of the Cold War, Romania performed a similar function for GDR 

citizens: it was ‘German’ enough thanks to the presence of Romanian Germans; its rural beauty 

allowed East Germans to contemplate and discover alternative socialist spaces, and it was also 

far easier to visit Romania than West Germany. The existing ties between Germans in East 

Germany and Romania as well as the countries’ mutual Programmarbeit (cultural programme) 

ensured Romania’s place as a destination for East German tourists. As a consequence, a good 

number of backpacking tourists and travellers from East Germany explored Romania, 

especially the mountainous region of Transylvania.9 In the other direction, a small yet 

noticeable number of Romanian Germans ventured to the GDR as this was the easiest way of 

exploring ‘Germany’. All the while, various official institutions in both countries continued to 

observe and both encourage and control this German-German channel. 

 Yet despite these obvious connections and exchanges, scholarship has all but ignored 

German connections within Cold War Eastern Europe.10 Three main themes remain under-

explored or indeed ignored altogether. First, over the last decade and a half, there has been a 

spate of scholarship investigating the ‘German East’ and its afterlife. Yet while the onetime 

paucity of scholarship on the ‘German East’ continues to be addressed and rectified, the post-

1945 societies of the former ‘German East’ have been treated as static elements of Cold War 

political and diplomatic history.11 Very few studies have looked at the complex and dynamic 

history of German spaces and communities within the former communist states and the 

interactions between them.12 Instead, it is assumed that post-expulsion and post-1945 

communist states and societies were concerned with silencing any traces of diversity and of the 

(former and current) German communities. To some extent this is certainly true, but it does not 

tell the whole story.  

Secondly, when zooming in on the GDR, studies have tended to assume that the GDR 

represented a static entity in which there was little to no room for nuance and negotiat ion 



regarding the topic of German traces and history in east-central Europe. This is most 

pronounced in studies on flight and expulsion. Here, the majority of works claim that, at best, 

the topic of flight and expulsion only existed until the 1950s in the public domain. 13 

Accordingly, for the majority of its existence, the so-called Umsiedler (‘resettlers’ from the 

East) officially vanished from the GDR and with them the memory of Germans in the East, 

too.14 But was it really that simple to suppress the complexities of Germans in the East for 40 

years? As this article will show, awareness and knowledge of Germans in the East were, in 

fact, far more subtle and dynamic than is conventionally accepted.   

Thirdly, writings on Romanian Germans and their experience in Cold War Romania 

focus almost obsessively on the lure of West Germany and the resultant growing emigrat ion 

en masse towards the end of the Cold War.15 In this way, it runs parallel to a more general 

historical reading of the Cold War era in east-central Europe: the region’s history is mostly told 

backwards, starting with the teleological assumption that opposition to various expressions of 

state socialism culminated in 1989, freedom, and all that. Where work has been done on 

connections to the GDR, this link has been treated dismissively as irrelevant or non-existent.16 

 It is the intention of this article to redress this balance by examining the connections 

between the GDR, East Germans, Romania and Romanian Germans. Drawing on recent 

attempts to open up debate on the complexity of identity politics in east-central Europe and 

emerging scholarship on ‘alternative socialisms’ within the region, this article argues for a 

more intricate reading of Germans in east-central Europe during the Cold War by focusing on 

Romania and the GDR.17 Using travel writings, travel guides, oral histories, official travel data 

and other pertinent sources, I examine what role the GDR played in the Romanian German 

imagination of Germany as a Kulturnation and how Romanian Germans made sense of their 

own place within it.18 Conversely, as I show, Romania – and in particular Transylvania – 

became, in turn, an attractive destination for tourists from East Germany. It was a place for 



escape and, especially in the 1980s, also demonstrated why German socialism may have 

seemed good enough to some East German travellers and tourists. Rather than focusing on the 

gaze westwards and reading the 1980s as the culmination of a teleological narrative of the drive 

towards ‘freedom’, this article will reveal a little-known history of Cold War interaction in 

east-central Europe. It will explore four areas: the growing attention paid by the Stasi and other  

official channels to Romanian German matters in the early Cold War period; East German 

tourism and travel eastwards to Romania from the 1960s onwards; Romanian German attempts 

at consolidating links between Germans from the GDR and Germans from Romania; and 

finally Romanian German travel to and experiences of the GDR in the second half of the Cold 

War. As will be shown, the GDR and Romania acted as ‘alternative socialist’ places to 

Romanian Germans and East Germans respectively, precisely because the countries were both 

German and socialist enough to fulfil a number of roles. 

 

Socialist Big Brothers: the GDR and Romania  

In the late 1960s, Romania’s diplomatic focus appeared to be shifting westwards. It was only 

the second country of the former Warsaw Pact after the USSR to establish formal diplomatic 

relations with West Germany in 1967. In what Peter Ulrich Weiß has termed a ‘triangular 

relationship’,19 the Romanian state was concerned with keeping the balance right between 

consolidating its new acceptance by the west from 1965 onwards and maintaining its standing 

with socialist ‘fraternal countries’ such as the GDR.20 Generally speaking, the historiography 

of the region has focused primarily on the impact of the former diplomatic trend on politics as 

well as social and cultural practices.21 Yet despite the obvious importance of the development 

of closer ties with West Germany and the increasing Romanian German attraction to the 

Federal Republic, East Germany had a crucial role to play in Cold War Romanian and 

Romanian German history. Likewise, though an anti-fascist and Marxist-Leninist discourse 



defined GDR politics and culture for its entire existence, the presence of ethnic Germans in the 

GDR and elsewhere in the communist bloc was visible and played a far more important part in 

the GDR’s history than historiography has so far acknowledged.22 

 In the immediate post-war period, the Soviet Occupation Zone (1945–1949) and its 

successor the German Democratic Republic (1949–1990) accommodated large numbers of 

ethnic German expellees and refugees from east-central Europe. In 1950, approximately 25% 

of the East Germany’s population was made up of ethnic Germans from Eastern Europe. 23 

Concerned by the potential for introducing right-wing revisionist discourses, the GDR tried to 

integrate the so-called Umsiedler as quickly as possible thereby curtailing public memories of 

a onetime German East. Furthermore, the GDR attempted to elude this revisionist undercurrent 

by adhering to a pro-Soviet foreign policy ‘party line’ by celebrating the liberation of Germany 

of May 1945.24 This meant neglecting the demands and claims of expellees in order to comply 

with the sanitised, official version of World War II and its aftermath and settlement.25 As Bill 

Niven’s work demonstrates, however, the issue of Germans from the East was not simply 

expunged from public memory.26 Expellees who visited their former homelands added to a 

growing public knowledge of the German East. Christa Wolf’s novel Kindheitsmuster 

(Patterns of Childhood) from 1976 is the most prominent example of the public presence of 

this topic.27 The topic was of course controlled and censored, as the playwright Heiner Müller 

found out when his play Die Umsiedlerin (The Resettled Woman) was banned after its 

premiere,28 but it was still rather more visible than the established claims of a taboo assume.  

 Unlike many Germans from other east-central European countries – many of whom had 

become refugees and expellees –, roughly 400,000 Romanian Germans still lived in the 

socialist country of Romania.29 They had been the victims of deportations to labour camps in 

the Soviet Union in January 1945 during which up to 75,000 ethnic Germans were deported, 

but many of them returned to those relatives and friends who had stayed behind in Romania. 30 



A further wave of deportations to the Bărăgan region in Romania hit the Banat Swabian 

community in 1951.31 From the 1950s on, the Romanian state attempted to reintegrate them 

into Romanian society and thereby also counteract the steadily growing drive towards 

immigration to West Germany, which had been occurring under the banner of 

Familienzusammenführung (reunification of families).32 Despite this accelerating pattern of 

emigration, Romanian Germans remained one of a few curious German enclaves in Cold War 

east-central Europe.  

Officials in the GDR were very much aware of Romanian German matters. In the early 

post-war period, East German functionaries even criticised the deportations of Germans from 

Romania, though such criticism remained ‘in-house’.33 Although both countries were socialist 

fraternal countries, the nuanced differences regarding the treatment and reception of ethnic 

Germans should not go unnoticed. There was even a Romanian German presence in East 

Germany: some Romanian Germans, such as the poet Georg Maurer (1907-1971), emigrated 

to the GDR and became citizens of the German Democratic Republic.34 Public understanding 

of both Transylvanian Saxons and Banat Swabians accepted them as unique and particular 

groups, even though official channels sought to reduce them to Romanian Germans or simply 

Germans. To claim, therefore, as recent studies have claimed, that the particularism of 

Romanian Germans was a taboo topic in both East Germany and Romania is to misunders tand 

the intricate connections that developed between the GDR and Romania’s national minorit ies 

on both a public and private level.35 As we shall see, travel and tourism heightened the 

awareness of East Germans regarding the Saxon and Swabian presence in Romania. Moreover, 

references to Transylvanian Saxon history specifically, such as in the East German pocket 

lexicon Rumänien from 1985, serve as further evidence of an understanding of Romanian 

German particularity in the GDR.36 Indeed, the two most prominent newspapers Neues 

Deutschland and Berliner Zeitung mentioned Siebenbürger Sachsen and Banater Schwaben 



throughout the communist period.37 In other words, Romanian German particularism was a 

regular feature of the East German public domain. 

 Yet the official stance towards Romania and its German minorities was not merely one 

of tacit protection. Until roughly 1962, both the Stasi (the state security in East Germany) and 

the Securitate (the secret police in Romania) collaborated across the borders on information 

exchange regarding émigrés from Romania and the GDR.38 In the 1960s, the cooperative 

atmosphere changed considerably. On the high diplomatic level, the two countries performed 

in public as close and cooperative partners.39 Yet the new foreign policy direction taken by 

Gheorghe Gheorghiu-Dej and his successor Nicolae Ceauşescu after 1965 turned Romania into 

a ‘hostile fraternal country’ and by 1973 both secret security organisations were conducting  

respective investigations in Romania and GDR independently.40 Romanian Germans often 

featured in official documents of the East German Ministry for Security as potential dissidents 

and separatists.41 This was particularly the case under Erich Honecker’s leadership after 1971. 

Later still, in the 1980s, Romania was regarded as an unreliable country that was prone to 

political and social unrest as well as increased ingratiation to the west. Erich Mielke, head of 

the Stasi, paid particular attention to the possibility of an anti-communist incursion and his fear 

grew further during the brief ‘Braşov rebellion’ of November 1987.42 To compound this 

headache, a growing number of citizens from the GDR attempted to escape to the West via 

Romania. The Iron Gates gorge close in the Danube between Romania and Yugoslavia was a 

popular place for attempting to flee from Romania, and citizens of the GDR also knew of this.43 

Here, the growth of tourism intersected with political developments: as more and more East 

German tourists began to ‘discover’ Romania, the more prevalent this route via Yugoslavia 

became for potential escapees from the GDR. The brutality failed East German escapees faced 

in Romania and East Germany was certainly something shared by both state apparatuses. 44 

Nonetheless, the East German Ministry of Security regarded Romania with deep suspicion and 



understood the mix between ethnic Germans, Ceauşescu’s unique policies, and increased GDR 

tourism to Romania as potentially catastrophic for East Germany’s stability.  

Indeed, Romania proved to be a rallying point for opposition in the GDR. Romanian 

German authors such as Richard Wagner reached a GDR readership by drawing attention to 

the worsening economic and living conditions in Romania throughout the 1980s in Samizdat 

publications.45 Nevertheless, despite the deteriorating relations between the security forces in 

the GDR and Romania respectively, official visits were still treated with royal patronage. 

Nicolae Ceauşescu was awarded the Order of Karl Marx in 1988, which was the highest honour 

in the GDR, yet his visit also galvanised opposition within the GDR and movements to 

challenge Ceauşescu’s course and position.46 Between October 1988 and January 1989, 

Romania became a highly prominent topic among intellectual and oppositional circles in the 

GDR. The first ‘Day of solidarity with Romania’ (‘Tag der Solidarität mit Rumänien’) took 

place in Leipzig on 29 October 1988. Others followed in Berlin on 15 November 1988 and yet 

again in in Leipzig on 27 January 1989.47 It was such a hot topic that the official socialist 

newspaper Neues Deutschland ran a critical piece on Romania in April 1989 entitled ‘The facts 

speak for themselves’ (‘Tatsachen sprechen für sich’), in which its Bucharest correspondent 

attempted to disprove the stinging public criticism of Ceauşescu’s policies in Romania.48 To 

be sure, such statements were also informed by contemporary political concerns. Both East 

Germany and Romania belonged to a group of socialist countries opposed to Gorbachev’s 

reforms. The staunch support offered by the official mouthpiece of the German Socialist Unity 

Party to Romania can certainly be read as evidence for this mutual political alignment. Yet 

what matters here is the prevalence and reception of the topic Romania in East Germany. Far 

from being an insignificant footnote, Romania, the plight of Germans in Romania, and the 

worsening living conditions in Romanian society were very well-known throughout East 

Germany. 



 

Motorbikes and Prehistoric Bones: East Germans discover Romania 

The mid- to late-1980s were certainly exceptional as far as the political prominence of Romania 

in the GDR was concerned. Yet despite the bad press, Romania, and in particular Transylvania 

and the Carpathians, also represented an interesting alternative destination to East Germans. 

As the story at the beginning of this essay indicates, travel and tourism were crucial for the 

growing cultural exchange between Germans in East Germany and Romania. That said there 

were also obstacles to this German-German connection. In some cases, the state attempted to 

prevent Romanian Germans from hosting GDR visitors. In Sighişoara (Schäßburg), for 

instance, the local Protestant parish was prohibited from taking in East German tourists in 

1968.49  

Nonetheless, from the 1970s on, travel to east-central Europe, including Romania, 

became increasingly popular among East Germans.50 Since travel west of the Iron Curtain was 

problematic and in many cases impossible, the ‘fraternal countries’ of east-central and south-

eastern Europe were the preferred choice of travel for more affluent East German citizens. 

Furthermore, the growth of counter-culture in the GDR found expression in motorbiking 

culture and backpack tourism.51 East Germans began exploring east-central Europe.52 Even the 

state-run rail operator Tourex (short for Touristen Express) lured its passengers to east-central 

Europe with intriguing posters of the region. One such poster from 1977 (image 1.1) depicts a 

continuous line from the GDR to Bulgaria via Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Romania. 53 

Beginning in 1963, this was the route offered to GDR citizens in luxurious rail carriages.54 

With the GDR cordoned off from the West by the erection of the wall in 1961, east-central 

Europe was now to be made attractive to East Germans as a holiday destination. The cartoonish 

portrayal of these countries’ details offers an interesting reading. While the urban topography 

of Romania is indeed shown to be dominated by industry and ‘progress’, tucked away in the 



Carpathian Mountains are signs of religious and indeed Transylvanian Saxon life. Thus, 

adjacent to the socialist train line running from north to south, close to Braşov is the ultima te 

symbol of German culture and life in Transylvania: a Saxon fortified church (Kirchenburg) 

(image 1.2).55 Produced at the height of tourism to Romania, it is yet more evidence of mutual 

(and tolerated) knowledge as well as a lively exchange and interaction between East Germans 

and Germans in Romania.  

                                 

  

It was not just knowledge of the complexity of minorities in Romania that became ever more 

widespread. Romania with its southern Carpathian Arc and the Black Sea coast were also 

places where East Germans’ longing and desire for escape could be satisfied. To be sure, some 

Images 1.1 (left) and 1.2 (right): a Tourex poster from 1977 with the detail of at least one fortified church 

on the map of Romania. 



East Germans chose the route via Romania and Yugoslavia for their flight to the west. Yet it 

would be too simple to focus only on attempts to flee from the GDR and the socialist state 

system. Escapism also meant looking for utopia within the confines of socialist east-central 

Europe, more specifically in this case within Romania. Speaking about his first trip to Romania 

as a student in 1970, Christoph Bergner, the onetime Federal Commissary for Foreigners and 

National Minorities between 2006 and 2011 (Beauftragter der Bundesregierung für 

Aussiedlerfragen und nationale Minderheiten), remembered the prevalence of ideas regarding 

social utopias. Accordingly, his journey to the Carpathians was dominated by his quest for an 

‘idyllic world’ (heile Welt).56 Much of the scholarship has focused on the lure of the west on 

the public east of the Iron Curtain, yet the eastern bloc also offered places of escape. In the 

context of the ideological quest for utopia, escaping to the Carpathian Mountains was not 

merely an escape from ideology, but a practising of that ideology.57 

 Travel abroad was most common amongst students and young people. A survey 

conducted in 1989 showed that 65% of students and 39% of apprentices had travelled abroad  

in 1988.58 The average percentage of the GDR populace who travelled abroad was a little lower 

at around 20%.59 More generally, young people in the GDR viewed travelling abroad as an 

essential part of their experience of leisure and by the 1980s they tended to do so without the 

support of tourist companies.60 Young travellers emphasised that their trips abroad were active 

holidays and not merely ‘time off’.61 As such, countercultural motorbiking and trips in the 

search of beauty were active undertakings, which offered not only escapism but also a degree 

of autonomy.  

Nonetheless, it is important to note that tourism to Romania was less common than it 

was to other socialist countries.62 Seeking out Romania as a country to visit was therefore also 

an attempt to find a destination that was slightly off the beaten track and thus tended to attract 

young, single people.63 Decisions to travel abroad were informed by a desire to get to know 



different people and cultures and to expand one’s general knowledge.64 The Carpathian Arc 

and its multicultural and multi-ethnic makeup, including Transylvanian Saxons and other 

Germans, therefore played an important role in capturing the imagination of (particula r ly 

young) GDR citizens who decided to seek out Romania as a travel destination. 

 Some of the more conventional reasons among the general populace for rejecting 

Romania as a holiday destination often acted as intriguing incentives for younger and more 

adventurous East German travellers and tourists.65 In search of the Germans in the Carpathians, 

Hans Rolle, now a member of the Synod for Saxony, travelled to Romania in 1987.66 In his 

personal travel account he was struck by impressions of poverty and want while exploring with 

some fascination the Transylvanian Saxon community in Sibiu (Hermannstadt) and other cities. 

According to Rolle, the idyll of the Transylvanian Saxon world was being shattered by both 

the lure of the west and the abject failure of the Romanian state system to create proper living 

conditions. Staying in Romania, though, still seemed the preferable option. He was saddened 

to hear that many Transylvanian Saxons were emigrating from Romania to West Germany. 

‘East Germany is a fridge, West Germany a freezer’, he was told by the very Germans that 

were attempting to leave.67 In other words, despite the unstoppable drive westwards, some 

Romanian Germans, who had not yet emigrated, regarded emigration to West Germany as 

cultural suicide. It seems that some Germans in both the GDR and Romania viewed the overall 

idea of staying in Romania as a more favourable situation than moving abroad.  

 Friendships were forged between Romanian Germans and citizens of the GDR over the 

course of the Cold War. Some correspondence between Germans in East Germany and 

Romania even featured place names in German, which is a further indication of the mutual 

knowledge that existed between the German citizens of the two countries.68 Moreover, it was 

imperative for GDR citizens, even after the relaxation of visa regulations in 1966, to produce 

an invitation from a Romanian citizen. German-German connections between the two countries 



thus played a central role in making this possible.69 Moreover, it was not just private but also 

public knowledge about Romania that made its way back to East Germany. Dieter Berger, a 

geologist from the GDR living in Poland, recounted in the East German journal Der Aufschluss 

a spectacular find of the fossils of a Pleistocene bear in a cave in Transylvania.70 What is of 

interest here is not the discovery of ursine bones, but the Fundumstände – the circumstances 

surrounding the discovery – explained in the article. The East Germans were led by a 

Transylvanian Saxon, our very own Wilhelm Roth, to a cave with a German name.  In this 

instance, it was clear that German-German connections between the GDR and Romania not 

merely existed in private correspondence, but they were also practiced in public.71 

Significantly, it was a Transylvanian Saxon who had knowledge of the pre-history of the 

region, which predated any Hungarian or Romanian traces in the region, thereby implic it ly 

laying claim to the land and its deep history.72 Profound historical knowledge, so it seemed, 

belonged to the Germans. 

 

Looking East: Romanian Germans and the lure of the GDR 

Knowledge about Romania and Romanian Germans was not only transmitted through private 

and semi-public links and the same was true about Romanian German awareness of the GDR. 

From the 1970s onwards, a number of German-language publications in Romania either 

covered the GDR more extensively or were produced for an East German audience. The 

Romania-based German-language literary journal Neue Literatur often published and 

commented on literature from the GDR. The journal’s cultural review section frequent ly 

featured exhibitions, publications, and symposia in the GDR. One issue in 1975, for instance, 

had as its main focus the cultural and literary exchanges with the GDR.73 The journal ran an 

interview with the East German Cultural Minister, Hans-Joachim Hoffmann, in which the 

interviewers tested the East German representative’s views on the ‘cultural and spiritua l’ 



exchange between the Romanian and East German partners.74 To be sure, Hoffmann’s answers 

were often wooden and rehearsed as expected, but the strong presence of the GDR in such a 

prominent German-language literary journal highlighted the important part East Germany had 

to play in the cultural life of Romanian Germans.  

Such exchanges occurred not only on paper, but in practice, too. The German philology 

department at the University Lucian Blaga in Sibiu (Hermannstadt), for instance, mainta ined 

exchanges with German philology departments in the GDR. In the 1970s, it also organised the 

so-called ‘The Days of German Studies from the Democratic Republic of Germany’ (‘Die Tage 

der Germanistik der DDR in Rumänien’).75 This involved public readings by East German 

visitors, excursions to Saxon fortified churches, and a dinner in the presence of the East German 

ambassador.76 According to Gerhard Konnerth, the former Dean of the Faculty of Philology 

and History (1976–1984), this organisational link was of utmost importance to the German 

philology department and was treated accordingly, even though the Ministry for Education 

curtailed these activities towards the end of the Cold War.77  

One of the most prominent links to the GDR, however, was the annual travel guide for 

Romania called Komm Mit published by the publishing house Neuer Weg (Bucharest).78 It was 

first serialised in 1970 and its final edition was published in 1990. This travel guide was 

designed to serve a number of purposes. First of all, it was Heimatkunde (local history) for 

Romanian Germans. At a time when emigration was a huge driving force amongst Romanian 

Germans, this publication presented the beauties and wonders of their socialist homeland, 

Romania.79 It was also one of the few public outlets for Germans to explore their particular 

German landscape in Romania. Most important, however, was its role in cultural diplomacy 

abroad. While this guide was also read in West Germany and Austria, its main target audience 

was in the GDR.80 Nicolae Ceauşescu was concerned with rectifying Romania’s tarnished 

image not only in the west (and such a publication went some way to contributing towards this) 



but also amongst its (former) socialist brother countries. The series’ quality of print and paper 

reveal the extent to which official channels were behind the dissemination of this travel guide. 81 

In other words, it allowed Romanian Germans to write about their interests within the 

controlled confines of the regime while co-opting them in Romania’s campaign to polish its 

image.  

 Nonetheless, it would be too simple to discount this travel guide as mere ‘propaganda’. 

In spite of all the control machinations behind the scenes, this book series did represent a 

possibility for Romanian Germans to write about their homeland for other Germans in the 

GDR. It was also a very important source of information for East Germans about Romania and 

Transylvania in particular.82 The print run was between 20,000 and 30,000 copies a year and 

contained a large number of articles over approximately 200 pages. The articles, mainly written 

by Romanian Germans, focused on the Carpathians in particular (often the German areas) and 

on the Black Sea. They described rural idylls and guided readers on journeys through both 

‘Romanian’ and ‘German’ places. They were even allowed to use the German names of some 

places. Komm Mit therefore allowed Romanian Germans to imagine themselves as part of a 

wider German community by communicating with citizens of the GDR.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This German-language publication acted as a vent for Romanian Germans. With a readership 

in the GDR in mind, regular contributors such as Erika Schneider or Gerhard Bonfert gave 

detailed descriptions of the flora, fauna, and culture of the region using German terms and 

expressions that would otherwise have only been printed in the Romanian language.83 For these 

writers, the GDR was their main point of contact (see image 1.3).84 Indeed, to the founding 

editor of the series, Georg Hromadka – a left-wing Swabian from the Banat –, links with the 

GDR made more sense ideologically than with the ‘homeland organisations’, the so-called 

Landsmannschaften, in West Germany. Especially during the Cold War, these 

Landsmannschaften were dominated by right-wing ideologues who pushed for ever more 

Romanian German emigration from Romania.85 In this way, it was possible for Romanian 

Germans – especially those who wanted to stay in Romania – to imagine themselves as 

belonging to a world that was both German and ideologically correct. Far from unconditiona lly 

Image 1.3: An advert in the newspaper Neuer Weg  

encouraging Romanian Germans to send the travel guide 

Komm Mit – 1982 to friends and family abroad. Most of the 

readers abroad lived in the GDR. This then demonstrates 

further the connections between Romanian Germans and 

Germans in the former German Democratic Republic. 

 



embracing western values, the connections to the GDR therefore still offered a different voice. 

Hence, articles such as ‘Es blüht “an der Burg”’ (‘In bloom by the castle’) and ‘Burgen im 

Repser Land’ (‘Castles in the Repser region) must also be read as a plea by Romanian Germans 

to East German readers to view them as part of the same ideological and German world.86 

This process, however, worked in two directions. On the one hand, relatives and friends 

from West Germany were responsible for smuggling in magazines and books that were 

otherwise unobtainable and in some cases forbidden. On the other (and despite the 

aforementioned ‘western’ input), the image of Germany as a literary and cultural homeland 

was often projected onto places that were primarily located in the GDR.87 This was aided by 

the fact that travelling to the GDR, while not without its obstacles, was significantly less 

problematic for Germans in Romania than it was visiting West Germany. In their quest for the 

German Kulturnation, they encountered a number of important memory sites in the GDR. 

During its last decade, the GDR in fact actively promoted its Prussian heritage and constructed 

it as an integral part of East German identity.88  

In interviews with Romanian Germans, East Germany took up a contradictory role. On 

the one hand it was sometimes regarded as politically suspect, and on the other hand it 

represented cultural sophistication. One interviewee, Ingrid Aufgang, recalled the sense of awe 

when seeing the Zwingerpalast in Dresden and later the Goethehaus in Weimar.89  

 

We also went to see the Goethehaus in Weimar. […] That was 

overwhelming. I really broke down in tears when I got there (dort verrannen 

einem dann die Tränen). Honestly. But the actual house, the way it had been 

done up, you’ve really got to give the GDR credit for that, they really did a 

good job. There were flowers on the windowsill that had just been watered. 

It looked as if he [Goethe] had just gone out, maybe into another room. It 



looked like someone was actually living there. And there was also the room 

he died in, and I must say it was very impressive.90 

 

The GDR had not only brought Goethe to life, it had even made the interpretation of one of 

Schiller’s plays appeared ‘acceptable’ to her.91 Far from diminishing the value of these 

artefacts, the ideological framework may have even added support to her experience. Weimar, 

Goethe, Dresden, Berlin, Leipzig, Lutherstadt Wittenberg, Theodor Fontane’s Mecklenburg 

Lake District, Rügen and elsewhere were all associations that constituted quintessential pieces 

of an imagined cultural homeland for Romanian Germans. Crucially, though, these places were 

in the GDR and not in West Germany. In a seminal essay from 1985, Katherine Verdery 

claimed that the ethnic identity of Transylvanian Saxons was being eroded in the Cold War. 

One result of this, according to Verdery, was that immigration to West Germany became the 

main focal point of Saxon identity. In other words, Marxism-Leninism as implemented in 

Romania was beginning to show its effects on the community.92 However, it is clear that 

German identity rooted outside West Germany (in Romania and the GDR) remained 

fundamental to Saxons and Swabians in late Cold War Romania. Not only was there the 

continuing debate on emigration to West Germany, but also the cultural affiliation with 

Germany as a Kulturnation. To some extent then, the GDR fulfilled that role couched in 

ideologically correct language, especially for those who had no desire to emigrate.  

 The practice and functioning of Marxist-Leninist ideology was also of great importance 

to the assessment and comparison of the two countries. Romanian Germans pointed to a more 

rigorous secret police system in the GDR and a stricter ideological adherence as evidence of 

German cultural superiority. Hermann Frühbeis, now the headmaster of a German school in 

Romania, remembers visiting friends and fellow teachers in East Germany during the Cold 

War. He judged Romanian society to have been far less authoritarian than East German society. 



When asked about the possibility of voicing dissent and discussing political topics, Hermann 

Frühbeis interrupted abruptly and became quite defensive about the situation in Romania. 

 

Well, granted, general experiences are always subjective […] so [these are 

no] more than subjective experiences. Here, everything was far more open 

and easy-going (lockerer) than it was in the GDR; let’s just make that clear. 

During the whole period [communism], I really can’t remember at all that I 

ever…alright, perhaps not publicly on the town square, but among family 

and friends no one spoke highly of the system. Everyone thought it was 

absolute nonsense (totaler Scheiß), and that came to the fore in any and 

every situation (zu jeder passenden und unpassenden Situation)…I can’t 

remember ever feeling any inhibitions in my free time; that is, any 

inhibitions to call a spade a spade (die Dinge beim Namen nennen). 

Ceauşescu was a crazy dictator, that was our life, and there wasn’t really 

anything else we could have said.93 

 

Hermann Frühbeis’s comparison between the GDR and Romania during the Cold War was 

revealing for several reasons. While he remembered enjoying considerably more freedom in 

communist Romania society when compared to East Germany, it was clear that both countries 

were marked by the experience of dictatorship. In the case of the GDR, this meant an odd and 

incongruous combination of belonging to the German sphere and under the control of an 

authoritarian system. This had little in common with the image of an historic Germany, which 

had been so prevalent among Romanian Germans. It thus revealed the inherent tensions 

between Cold War politics and images of a German Kulturnation. Still, there was something 

inherently German about it, as Hermann Frühbeis explained. 



 

JK: So, you visited the GDR in 1982. What was your impression? 

HF: Well, I had a number of good friends there [in East Germany], and we 

always ended up having long conversations. We used to stay with friends, 

with so-called GDR-citizens (DDR-Bürger) who I had got to know in 

Romania…So really there were two aspects to this. On the one hand, they 

had all the necessities of life (das Lebensnotwendigste), such as foodstuffs, 

health insurance, and all of that, which was an absolute catastrophe in 

Romania. But on the other hand, there was obviously the heightened 

political pressure. I mean, a teacher would never have been able to work at 

school the way I did; [it was] far, far more German; not better, not worse, 

but […] far more precise. You know, all the imprecision [here] and all that 

Balkan loafing about (balkanisches Schlendern) was actually quite 

beneficial [for us] during communism, because no one took anything too 

seriously, not even in politics. That would have been unthinkable in the 

GDR. For example, the school I was at, back then, the entire school should 

have attended political education every Monday at 1pm, from 1pm to 3pm. 

Come ten past one, there was no one left…Everyone just left, and that was 

a known fact. [That was] unthinkable in the GDR; that would have been 

absolutely unthinkable.94 

 

Hermann Frühbeis drew a clear distinction between the communist system in the GDR and that 

in Romania. The Romanian system, so it had seemed to him, was simply not as good at being 

authoritarian when compared to its East German counterpart. The GDR represented something 

German precisely because it was not ‘Balkan’.95 Romanian Communism was therefore a rather 



unsophisticated and comparatively benign system characterised by its ‘balkanisches 

Schlendern’. East Germany, by contrast, was very adept at employing the communist system 

in a far more efficient manner. Recognising and identifying more closely with an alleged ly 

more efficient authoritarian system was therefore another way of perceiving the GDR as 

fundamentally German. 

 East Germans used this comparison in a similar manner and reciprocated such views. 

Far from rejecting the GDR as something un-German, their travels to other socialist states, 

including Romania, also helped underpin a sense of cultural superiority. Indeed, such attitudes 

were embedded in an older, more established German discourse on Romania. As recent studies 

have demonstrated, German images of Romania in nineteenth tended to consist of both a form 

of patronising orientalism and hopes for a promising future for Romania.96 In this sense, East 

German travellers upheld these attitudes, as they bemoaned the ‘backward’ character of 

Romanian socialism while identifying the country as an intriguing, beautiful, and promising 

country. A postcard from an East German couple sent from the Black Sea coast in Romania to 

one of the spouse’s mother in the GDR reveals such sentiments and echo those of Hermann 

Frühbeis. 

 

Dear Mum, 

Our journey has been full of beautiful impressions and fantastic weather. I 

will have to get my thoughts together. Romania is a beautiful country with 

hard-working country folk. Zero technology. It’s all done with a rake in the 

scorching heat in the fields. Not the case in Hungary and Bulgaria.  

Love, L + H.97 

 



The two aspects that marked the GDR out as unmistakably German – for both East German 

citizens and Romanian Germans – were the efficiency of authoritarianism and the better living 

standards, which itself seen as the result of German efficiency in modernising the country. 

Experiencing Romanian communism left East German visitors with a distinct sense of 

patronage towards the country. Hans Rolle, our GDR tourist from 1987, made similar 

observations to the couple in the postcard above. He noted the ‘baksheesh culture’ within the 

Romanian healthcare system and his notes ended with a plea to his own socialist government.  

 

I am writing this report with the intention of highlighting the situation in 

Romania. It should be possible for us to undertake measures that would 

enable us to offer solidarity and assistance to the people there.98 

 

Romania and the GDR complemented each other in many ways, not least because they 

belonged to the same ideological sphere. However, both Romanian Germans and East Germans 

used this contrast to point to an acceptable version of socialism, namely one implemented by 

Germans. These comparisons were not simply criticisms of socialism per se, but criticisms of 

the specific enactment of a system loaded with cultural hierarchies. For Romanian Germans, 

the supposed German efficiency of the GDR was something they recognised and wished for , 

yet it was also something disturbing and authoritarian. The experiences in Romania made GDR 

tourists feel better about their own society while at the same time expressing solidarity with 

Romanian citizens. The expressions of dissent articulated at the solidarity days with Romania 

in 1988 and 1989 were not against socialism, but against that particular form of socialism. In a 

curious way, Germans in both Romania and the GDR used their respective countries to reaffirm 

socialism, criticise the other country’s form of socialism, and as an escape to a different form 

of socialism. 



 

Conclusion: future directions of travel 

Writing about a journey to Romania in 1999, our East German backpacker ‘Karpatenwilli’ 

identified the ‘rumänische Hormone’ (Romanian hormones) which compelled him and his 

friends to return to Romania again and again after discovering the country during the Cold 

War.99 His travel reports end shortly afterwards, as he described his journey back from 

Romania to his ‘homeland’ in Brandenburg in the East of Germany: ‘Or am I in fact travelling 

away from my homeland (Heimat)?’, he pondered, before ending with a defiant vow to return 

to Romania yet again.100 Willi and his friends are symptomatic of a perceived ‘genetic’ 

connection that allowed GDR Germans and Romanian Germans to find a version (often a better 

version) of their Heimat mirrored beyond the border, yet within the Iron Curtain.  

German-German connections between the GDR and Romania ran deeper than current 

scholarship acknowledges. Perhaps in part a product of the pragmatics of restricted travel in 

the former socialist bloc, these connections shaped intricate and nuanced understandings of 

each other’s respective society and country. They certainly changed over time according to 

policies in East Germany and Romania. Contrary to the assumptions and claims of existing 

scholarship, however, the GDR, Romania, and its German citizens formed a dynamic and 

important nexus. Romania and its German population featured in the public and political sphere 

in East Germany from the early Cold War period on. Most important, however, was the impact 

of travel, tourism, and information exchange. The changing political environment after the 

erection of the wall in 1961, Erich Honecker’s new policy direction from 1971, and autarkic 

Romanian socialism under Nicolae Ceauşescu, contributed to the growth of tourism between 

these two socialist countries. Unlike other forms of mobility and movement, such as emigrat ion 

or deportation, travel within east-central Europe created a different form of mutual knowledge. 

Émigrés and expellees tended to produce a particular picture of their former homeland, which 



marked it out as a place that deserved abandonment. In the case of Romanian Germans, this 

was a burning issue throughout the Cold War as more and more Transylvanian Saxons and 

Banat Swabians attempted to leave Romania for West Germany. In focusing on the uplands of 

Transylvania and German cultural sites in the GDR, Romanian Germans were able to construct 

utopias within an existing socialist framework. The same applied to East Germans who 

travelled eastwards. In a pronounced fashion from the 1970s onwards, the very existence of 

Germans in the uplands of the Carpathians acted as a magnet to a particular demography of the 

GDR. Not merely looking for a way out of socialism, many GDR tourists were looking for 

utopias within east-central Europe. Travel and tourism within Cold War east-central Europe, 

though little studied, reveal a cultural practice that calls into question the one-directional, often 

teleological histories of the period. In the case of East Germany and Romania, this cultura l 

practice was reinforced and perpetuated by a continued exchange between Germans in both 

countries.  

 It is also clear that research on the history of Germans within east-central Europe during 

the Cold War remains limited. Much research has been carried out regarding the presence of 

ethnic Germans from east-central Europe within West Germany and even East Germany, yet 

the tacit assumption remains that German life within the confines of the Iron Curtain was static, 

devoid of life, and even non-existent. This short history of connections between Germans in 

Romania and the German Democratic Republic has attempted to demonstrate that there is more  

to the issue than meets the eye. Future research that attributes a greater degree of agency to 

east-central European space and societies during the Cold War is crucial. Karpatenwilli’s 

‘rumänische Hormonen’ deserve our attention after all.  
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